
 

 

GIVE YOUR BATHROOM A THOROUGH CLEANSE FOR 

YOUR OWN HYGIENE 

 
There’s no other spot in your house that gets dirty so easily as the bathroom. Cleaning the 
bathroom is seen as a problem by most people. It’s a room you use daily and where hygiene 
is one of the most important aspects. It’s the perfect breeding ground for bacteria, mould and 
plaque. Most sanitary cleaning tasks are time-consuming, but with these tips, cleaning your 
bathroom gets a lot easier. 

• Bath tub 
Rinse the bath thoroughly to remove the dirt and soap. Make it a habit to clean the 
bath weekly with hot water and Feem Active Cleaner. 
  

• Shower 
Just like the bath tub, the shower must be cleaned regularly as well. Try to clean it “a 
little bit” every week with some soapy water and Feem Active Cleaner. 
  

• Shower curtain 
The shower curtain is subjected to water, soap… daily and that’s why they often 
contain mould and bacteria. They get dirty very fast because they hang in a moist 
environment. The easiest way to clean the shower curtain is by washing it with some 
soap and a cup of vinegar at 30-40°C in the washing machine. Hang the curtain 
immediately after. 
  

• Bath mat 
Clean the bath mat as well with a sponge and Feem Active Cleaner (at least 1x a 
week). You can just put a cloth bath mat in the washing machine at 40°C. 
  

• Mirror 
Clean the mirror in the bathroom the same way you clean windows. Make some 
soapy water with a bit of Feem Active Cleaner. Moisten a sponge in the water and 
clean the mirror from left to right. Make sure you work your way up. That way, you 
prevent leak stains. Dry the mirror afterwards with a microfibre cloth. 
  



• Sink 
The sink has to endure a lot. The easiest way to clean it is with the all-in-one cleaner 
Feem Active Cleaner. You clean lime stains with water and a bit of cleaning vinegar.  
  

• Bathroom tiles 
For clean and shiny bathroom floor, you can use soapy water with some vinegar. Rub 
the floor with it and let it absorb. Use a semi-moist cloth to wipe them clean. Do this 
a couple of times a year. 
 
Tip: Air the bathroom regularly! That’s how you prevent moisture, mould and dust!  

You see, cleaning the bathroom and keeping it clean is a weekly task. But only cleaning the 
bathroom isn’t enough. Try cleaning everything up, this gives it a more comfortable feeling. 
Make sure that there isn’t a lot of stuff on the sink and that all bathroom cupboards are 
cleaned up nicely. Empty the bins often and make sure dirty clothes are put in the laundry 
basket. 
  
More tips and tricks? 
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